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U
niformly controlled metal nanodot
arrays with sizes under 100 nm have
attractedmuch attention for diverse

applications in nanotechnology including
photoelectrical devices,1,2 magnetic data
storage,3,4 biological sensors,5,6 and cata-
lysts for one-dimensional nanostructure
growth.7,8 For practical implementation,
the ability to prepare uniform and con-
trolled metal nanodot arrays in an effective
process is of considerable interest in nano-
fabrication. Until nzow, several approaches
for forming regular metal dot arrays with
sub-100-nm size have been proposed. For
example, template-assisted methods offer
excellent homogeneity in dot size and high
throughput over a large area, but the hand-
ling and removal of ultrathin porous tem-
plate sheets lead to inconvenience in the
manufacturing processes.9 Lithographic at-
tempts using focused ion beams or electron
beams (e-beam) can manipulate the loca-
tion of metal nanodots and offer precise
control of dot dimensions, but these meth-
ods, unfortunately, suffer from complicated
and expensive fabrication procedures and
low throughput.10

A contact printing method that uses a
stamp with raised and recessed configura-
tions can be an effective method of nano-
fabrication with the advantages of simplic-
ity, low cost, and high throughput.11 The
printing process can manufacture small
structures without expensive or compli-
cated equipment by simply transferring
various types of materials onto large-area
substrates at one time. For successful nano-
fabrication using the printingmethod, high-
quality stamps with nanometer-scale geo-
metries are indispensable. Polydimethylsi-
loxane (PDMS) has most commonly been
exploited as a stamp material by many
lithographic research groups because of its
flexibility, ascribed to its low Young's mod-
ulus (360�870 kPa), which permits intimate

contact and repeated stamping.12 Despite
its fascinating nature, however, there still
remains a strong desire for the develop-
ment of more efficient stamping instru-
ments that enable sub-100-nm size metal
nanodots to be transferred in patterns. To
prepare and control the topographical fea-
tures of PDMS-based stamps, time-consum-
ing and cost-competitive lithographic pro-
cesses such as photolithography or e-beam
lithography have been exploited.13 Further-
more, there are size restrictions on the
fabrication of PDMSmaterials as a nanopost
architecture for printing sub-100-nm metal
nanodots.14

In this paper, a novel fabrication platform
for uniform, highly patterned, and sub-100-
nm metal nanodot arrays via the contact
printing method is reported. Hexagonally
arranged carbon nanopost (CNP) arrays,
chemically formed within porous channels
of anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) matrixes,
are employed as the stamp for printing
controlled metal nanodot arrays. Using these
printing platforms, a large number of differ-
ent metal nanodots with sizes of 30�90 nm,
such as Au, Cu, Ni, Ag, Pt, Al, and Ti, can be
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ABSTRACT This work reports an efficient method to fabricate hexagonally patterned metal

nanodot arrays at the sub-100-nm scale, which is based on contact printing via novel nanometer-

scaled stamps. Vertically aligned carbon nanoposts, supported by hexagonally ordered nanochannels

of anodic aluminum oxide templates, are employed as the stamping platform to directly transfer

controlled metal nanodot arrays. Using the fabrication platform, a number of patterned metal

nanodot arrays made of Au, Cu, Ni, Ag, Pt, Al, and Ti can be contact-printed over large substrate areas

in ambient conditions. The size, density, and interdistance of the printed nanodots are controllable

with a tight correspondence to the mother stamp geometries, which can be precisely tuned by

modifying the pore dimensions of the alumina matrixes. An advanced example of contact printing of

metal nanoparticles is successfully demonstrated by the controlled formation of nanodot arrays in a

specific area.

KEYWORDS: contact printing . sub-100-nmmetal nanodots . carbon nanopost stamp
. hexagonal arrangement . selective area patterning
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explicitly printed over a large area in ambient labora-
tory conditions. The transferred metal nanodots are
well aligned in the hexagonal pattern and show uni-
formity in their dimensions. The size, density, and
interdot distance of the printed metal nanodots corre-
spond precisely to the CNP stamp geometries, which
can be systematically tuned by controlling the AAO
pores. Furthermore, control of the location of metal
nanodot arrays in specifically defined areas is success-
fully demonstrated, indicating that this contact print-
ing system could be a powerful candidate to realize the
large potential of the printing technique for sub-100-
nm size nanodots with its simplicity, high throughput,
versatility, reusability, and low cost for more practical
applications such as photoelectronics and chemical
sensing.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The entire procedure used in this study is illustrated
in Figure 1. The process consists of three stages: (i)
fabrication of the CNP stamps, (ii) deposition of the
metal layers on the CNP tips, and (iii) contact printing of
the metal nanodot arrays on the substrate surface. The
CNP stamps feature a composite configuration of vertical
CNP arrays that are tightly held in the straight channels
of nanoporous AAO templates (Figure 1a). As the AAO
templates enable the CNPs to remain vertically aligned,
the CNP arrays can bear the external pressure during
contact printing. The diameter, density, and interval of
the aligned CNPs can be modified along with the pore
geometry of the AAO template. The next step is the
deposition of metal layers onto the CNP tips, where
surface treatment of the stamps is vital for successful

metal nanodot transfer (see the illustration of the
metal-deposited CNP stamp in Figure 1b). The metal
transfer mechanism is based on the difference in
adhesion strength between the stamp-metal and sub-
strate-metal interfaces.15 Therefore, the stamp surface
should be properly modified; the surface adhesion of
the metal to the substrate should be much larger than
that to the stamp tips. In this experiment, to reduce
cohesion between the CNP surface and the loaded
metal layers, the stamp was chemically coated with a
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of tridecafluoro-
1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyltrichlorosilane (CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2-
SiCl3).

16,17 The Si�Cl terminal groups of the release
agent strongly react with the hydroxyl (�OH) groups
on the CNP surface that are formed by oxygen treat-
ment of the pristine stamp surfaces, which can provide
chemisorption sites for perfluoroalkyl trichlorosilane
molecules. This reaction results in the Si�O�CNP
chemical linkage at the interface between the release
agent molecules and the stamp surfaces.17 After load-
ing the desired metals on the pretreated CNP tips, a
thin Ti layer is subsequently deposited over the metal
layers. Ti layers are frequently used to promote the
cohesive strength between a metal and a substrate
and, hence, enable the metal layer to be readily
transferred to the substrate surface. Finally, the metal-
loaded stamps are contact-printed onto a precleaned
Si substrate in the laboratory at room temperature
(Figure 1c). During the printing process, as the Ti layers
are in direct contact with the substrate surface, they
function as the “glue” between the surfaces of the
metal and the substrate. The metal nanodot transfer
process assisted by the Ti layer is based on a common

Figure 1. Schematic illustrations depicting the entire process, which includes (a) preparation of the CNP stamp, (b) loading of
the metal layers on the pretreated CNP tips, (c) contact printing of the metal-loaded stamp onto the substrate, and (d)
formation of controlled metal nanodot arrays.
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condensation reaction between the �OH groups
formed on both surfaces of the Ti layer and the
substrate. The Ti layer spontaneously forms surface
oxide species under ambient conditions, which can be
easily hydroxylated. When two surfaces of the Ti layer
activated with �OH groups and the Si substrate cov-
eredwith the native oxide are brought into contact, the
condensation reaction takes place at the interface, and
this reaction results in the chemical bonding of
Ti�O�Si10 (fromhere, we denote “Si substrate” instead
of “Si/SiOx substrate” for convenience sake, although
tiny passivated SiOx layers exist on the Si substrate).
After lifting the CNP stamp from the substrate, the
metal nanodot arrays are left behind on the substrate
(Figure 1d). The printed metal nanodots correspond to
the size, density, and intervals of the CNP arrays,
reproducing the same pattern of pristine stamps.
Previous studies have demonstrated several appli-

cations using the vertically aligned CNPs in various
nanotechnologyfields includingnanometer-scalemaster
molds for nanoimprint lithography,16 nanosyringes for
cellular delivery systems,18 and nanoarchitectured
electrodes for Li-ion storage.19 Furthermore, a novel
usage of CNP arrays as a tool to control the diameter of
semiconductor SnO2 nanowires was recently reported.

20

This present research focuses on the formation of
various metal nanodot arrays controlled under 100 nm
in size by contact printing using a nanometer-resolu-
tion stamping platform, which has rarely been at-
tempted in conventional printing routes. The contact
printing technique using the CNP stamps gives rise to
remarkable scientific advantages. (1) Contact printing
of sub-100-nm size nanodot arrays using the CNP
arrays can be an extension of standard printing meth-
odology because conventional stamping platforms
have size restrictions for the printing of ordered nano-
dots less than 100 nm in size. (2) The fabrication of
controllable metal nanodots by printing of the reusa-
ble stamp provides a simple, low-cost, and high-
throughput nature. (3) Numerous metal nanodots,
regardless of the nature of the metal, can be easily
fabricated by using this platform. (4) The size, density,
and interval of the printed nanodot arrays can be
systematically controlled.
Figure 2a,b shows representative scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) images of the CNP stamps used here.
Vertically aligned CNP arrays were prepared by depos-
iting pyrolytic carbons in the honeycomb-like nano-
channels of AAO matrixes via thermal chemical vapor
deposition (CVD), followed by mechanical and chemi-
cal etching treatments (see the Experimental Section
for details). Flat and round-shaped CNP tips were
arranged in hexagonally ordered patterns and sepa-
rated by a constant interval, indicating that CNP
stamps can act as an elegant platform for use in
transferring uniform metal nanodot arrays. The CNPs
exhibit a uniform size distribution of 50( 6 nm, which

was precisely controlled in the straight nanochannels
of the AAO templates.20 A cross-sectional view
(Figure 2b) distinctly reveals the configuration of the
stamp, in which the CNPs are firmly sustained by the
AAO templates, showing a constant height (ca. 60 nm)
from the AAO surface. This uniformity in height com-
bined with the flexibility of one-dimensional carbon
structures21,22 can bear the force applied perpendicu-
lar to the CNP tips, which enables the stamps to be
reused after repeated stamping processes (see Figure
S1 of the Supporting Information). Figure 2c,d presents
SEM images of the metal-layer-loaded CNP stamps. Au
metal layers were preliminarily deposited on the CNP
tips, which were precoated with antisticking mono-
layers, and then adhesion-enhanced Ti layers (<2 nm in
thickness) were loaded on the Au layers by e-beam
evaporation. The tip size of the metal-loaded stamp
exhibited a slight increase of ca. 10% (55 ( 8 nm) as
compared with that of the pristine stamp, which
should be ascribed to the metal deposition. From the
cross-sectional SEM image (Figure 2d), it can be con-
firmed that metal loading was achieved on the verti-
cally aligned and physically isolated CNPs without
disturbing the original configuration of the CNP stamp.
Moreover, the deposition of the metal layers appeared
to occur more preferentially on the CNP tips because
these regions might have a higher probability of
receiving the evaporated metal atom flux.19 For suc-
cessful printing of uniform metal nanodot arrays, one
of the most important factors is the exposed height
(Hexp) of the CNPs from the AAO surface, which was
predictably controlled by tuning the etching time.16,18

For example, insufficiently tall CNP arrays (Hexp <
10 nm) do not seem to function properly, resulting in
an agglomerated film-like structure after printing (see
Figure S2 of the Supporting Information). In contrast,
too tall CNPs (Hexp > 200 nm) are likely to aggregate
into bundles because of the high aspect ratio,16 which
is again improper for use as a stamp. In this research,
the CNP height was adjusted in the range 50 to 70 nm,
which led to a good contact printing result. Figure 2e
shows a SEM image of printed Au nanodot arrays on a
Si substrate using the CNP stamps. The printed Au
nanodots show excellent pattern isolation without
aggregation. The size of the printed metal nanodots
appears to be 58( 7 nm, indicating a slight increase as
compared with the CNP tip diameter. The height of the
printed nanodots shows a correlation to the thickness
of themetal layers loaded on the CNP tips. The contact-
printed nanodot arrays show quite robust adhesion
strength. Even after the substrate with printed Au
nanodot arrays was sonicated in an ethanol solvent
for 30 min, no destruction or detachment of the
printed nanodots was observed. Figure 2f presents
the X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra of (i) the printed
Au nanodot arrays on the Si substrate, (ii) the Au-
loaded CNP stamps, and (iii) the pristine CNP stamps,
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which verifies the transfer of Au nanodot arrays from
the CNP tips to the Si substrate. As a reference, the XRD
spectrum for the CNP stamp itself reveals two different
peaks from the CNP arrays and the AAO templates at
2θ = 44.4� and 65.1�, respectively. In the XRD patterns
of the Au metal-loaded CNP stamps before printing
(Figure 2f(ii)), the peaks of Au(111) and carbon(100)
from the CNP arrays can be distinctly observed at 38.2�
and 44.4�, respectively, and the peak from the template
is completely lost because of the deposition of metal
layers. After contact printing of the Au-loaded stamp
on the Si substrate (Figure 2f(i)), the diffraction spectra
of the Au nanodots and Si substrate were only de-
tected at 38.2� and 68.9�, respectively. The asterisk
indicates the peaks of Au(111). Through the SEM and
XRD inspections over the entire printed samples, no
fraction of CNPs, which would be transferred to the
substrate, has been observed. In addition to the Si
substrate, the metal nanodot arrays were printed on
various substrates, such as sapphire substrate, alumi-
num foil, and indium tin oxide glass (Figure S3 of the
Supporting Information).

The size of the CNPs is readily controllable in the sub-
100-nm range by tuning the pore dimensions of the
AAO template, which represents one of the strengths
of this work. The diameter of the AAO pores can be
chemically adjusted by changing the nature of the
electrolyte used and/or by pore expansion.20,23 Figure
3a�c shows three stamps with different CNP sizes.
A small-sized CNP stamp of 33 nm (Figure 3a) was
fabricated in an AAO template that self-ordered in a
sulfuric acid electrolyte. Stamps of 63 and 79 nm in size,
as shown in Figure 3b,c, were synthesized in AAO
matrixes produced from an oxalic acid electrolyte,
followed by further pore-widening treatment in a
chemical etching solution (see the Experimental
Section). Consequently, four differently sized CNP
stamps (e.g., 33, 63, and 79 nm from Figure 3 and
50 nm from Figure 2) were demonstrated in this
research. The packing density of the CNP arrays can
also be modified according to the pore density of the
template. The CNP stamp formed in the AAO matrix
that self-organized in the sulfuric acid (Figure 3a) dis-
plays a much higher pore density (ca. 3 � 1010 cm�2)

Figure 2. SEM images of the pristine CNP stamp with an average tip diameter of 50 nm ((a) top view and (b) cross-sectional
view), the Aumetal-layer-loaded stamp ((c) top view and (d) cross-sectional view), and (e) the Au nanodot arrays 58 nm in size
contact-printed on a Si substrate. (f) XRD spectra indicating that the Aunanodotswere explicitly transferred from the CNP tips
to the Si substrate surface. The asterisk represents the crystallographic structure of Au(111).
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than the stamps produced in the templates prepared
in the oxalic acid (Figure 3b,c), inwhich the latter shows
a pore density of ca. 1 � 1010 cm�2. The interval
between the CNPs can also be tuned by adjusting
the size of the AAO pores. As the average CNP tip
diameter is increased from 63 to 79 nm (Figures 3b,c),
the interpost distance becomes smaller, and the inter-
val is modified from 25 to 10 nm, respectively. For
contact printing, the deposition of Au metal layers and
Ti layers on the tips of three different CNP stamps was
controlled under the same conditions, and the metal
deposition was not affected by the morphology
of the CNP stamps (see Figure S4 of the Supporting
Information). Figure 3d�f presents SEM images of Au
nanodot arrays printed on Si substrates by using these
size-tuned CNP stamps. The printed metal nanodots
display average sizes of 35, 68, and 85 nm, respectively,
showing a tight size correspondence in accordance
with the CNP diameter. In the smallest printed nano-
dots (Figure 3d), there exists some irregularity in the
pattern accuracy.We speculate that the resultmight be
attributed to the flexibility of the thin CNPs with an

average diameter of 33 nm. As the geometries of CNP
arrays can be systematically modified, the density and
interdot distance of the printed Au nanodots can also
be modulated. High-magnification images in each
upper inset present an excellent correlation between
the CNP stamps and the printed nanodot arrays,
indicating that the contact printing technique using
our tunable CNP arrays could be a compelling strategy
to form controlled sub-100-nm metal nanodots.
Gold nanoparticles have been extensively used in

the field of nanotechnology as plasmonic materials for
the improved performance of optical devices,24 cata-
lysts for the synthesis of one-dimensional nano-
structures,25 and sensor electrodes for biochemical
detection.26 Given these applications, gold was se-
lected as a standard material for printing using the
CNP stamps in this work. In addition to gold, there are
many other metal nanoparticles for applications in
nanoscience and nanotechnology thatwould be useful
if theywere patterned on substrates with a nanometer-
scale size less than 100 nm. Copper nanoparticles show
potential applications for surface-enhanced Raman

Figure 3. Typical SEM images of the CNP stamps with controlled tip sizes of (a) ca. 33 nm, (b) ca. 63 nm, and (c) ca. 79 nm. The
printed Au nanodots show an average size of (d) 35 nm, (e) 68 nm, and (g) 85 nm. The magnified SEM images of the upper
insets show the tight correspondence of the size, density, and interval between the CNP arrays and the contact-printed
nanodot patterns.
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spectroscopy;27 nickel nanoparticles are important in
ferromagnetic materials;28 silver nanoparticles are at-
tractive because they have excellent electrical and
thermal conductivity;29 platinum nanoparticles are
commonly used as electrocatalysts in fuel cell devices;30

aluminum nanoparticles are expected to be applied to
next-generation propellants in the aerospace industry;31

and titanium nanoparticles are expected to be promis-
ing for application in charge storage nodes for floating
gate devices.32

Using this printing platform, it is most important to
demonstrate that awide range ofmetal nanodot arrays
with sub-100-nm size can be printed in parallel, in-
dicating the universality of this printing platform in the
metal transfer system. The SEM images in Figure 4a�f
show the printing results of various metal nanodot
arraysmade of Cu, Ni, Pt, Ag, Al, and Ti, respectively (the
size distributions of the printed metal nanodots are
provided in Figure S5 of the Supporting Information).
The kinds of metal that can be used are not limited to
the materials tested here. The metal layer deposition
and contact printing process are almost the same as in
the case of Au nanodot transfer. Each printed metal
nanodot array is uniformly isolated in a hexagonal
pattern and exhibits homogeneity in size consistent

with the CNP diameter. The phases of transferredmetal
nanodot arrays were confirmed by XRD analysis, as
included in the insets of Figure 4. In the XRD data, no
additional diffraction peaks, excluding crystalline pat-
terns from the printed metal nanodots and Si sub-
strate, were detected. This contact printing technique
should be applicable to the formation of any metal
nanoparticles, which is difficult to achieve using other
methodologies.
Technology that can selectively position metal

nanodot arrays on desired places can play a key role
in the assembly and design of nanodot-incorporated
devices. Figure 5a shows a schematic illustration of
selective area patterning of metal nanodot arrays. First,
line-patterned shadow masks are placed on the top of
CNP stamps (Figure 5a(ii)). Before setting the masks,
the stamp surfaces are treatedwith a SAM coating with
the releasing agent used before. Next the deposition of
metal layers is carried out on the exposed region of the
stamps by using e-beam evaporation, where the pat-
terned shadow masks selectively screen the evapo-
rated metal flux (Figure 5a(iii)). After removal of the
shadow masks, the metal layers are exclusively loaded
on the tips of CNP stamps that are disclosed to the
evaporated flux (Figure 5a(iv)). Metal-loaded stamps

Figure 4. SEM images of variousmetal nanodot arrays printed by the CNP stampwith an average tip size of 63 nm: (a) Cu, (b)
Ni, (c) Pt, (d) Ag, (e) Al, and (f) Ti. The XRD patterns in the insets show that themetal layers were explicitly transferred from the
CNP stamps to the Si substrate (the strongpeak at 2θ=68.9� in all of the XRDdata indicates the lattice of a typical Si substrate).
The various transfer results indicate that the contact printing method using CNP arrays can be an excellent platform for the
fabrication of metal nanodot arrays.
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are then contact-printed on the surface of the sub-
strate. The parallel line patterns consisting of metal
nanodot arrays are transferred on the substrate
(Figure 5a(v)). Figure 5b shows representative SEM
images of the parallel line patterns that are printed
on Si substrates by selectively Au metal-loaded CNP
stamps. The parallel lines in the lighter region thatwere
patterned with Au nanodots present a line width of ca.
100 μmand a spacing of ca. 220 μm, indicating that the
printed results are strictly confined by the metal-
loaded regions, as compared with the darker region
in which no Au nanodots were observed. Figure 5c
displays a high-magnification image, in which trans-
ferred Au nanodot arrays with an average size of ca.
68 nm are observed. (There is some irregularity on the
nanodot patterns printed over a large scale. Formation
of intrinsic grain boundary in the homemade AAO
templates might be responsible for the irregularity of
the pattern arrays, but this issue could be overcome by
long-range ordering of the AAO template via the
indentation process.33) Control of the location of metal
nanodot arrays at desired sites could establish the basis
of a potential application for the direct assembly of
nanodot devices, especially for photoelectronics and

sensor manufacturing, which is under investigation for
the fundamental study of the surface plasmon reso-
nance effect with the printed metal nanodot arrays.

CONCLUSION

In summary, an effective approachwas developed to
produce sub-100-nm metal nanodot arrays engi-
neered by the contact printing method using novel
nanostamping materials. Carbon nanopost arrays em-
ployed as nanostamps were fabricated using simple
processes, and their size, interval, and density can be
readily tuned. Using these nanostamps, hexagonally
patterned metal nanodots of Au, Cu, Ni, Ag, Pt, Al, and
Ti with controllable size, interval, and density were
explicitly replicated by the printing process, which
showed an excellent fidelity to the geometry of the
pristine stamps. The controlled location of metal
nanodot arrays in desired siteswas explicitly embodied
by contact printing of selectively metal-loaded stamps
via line-patterned shadow masks. The capability to
produce and control sub-100-nmmetal nanodot arrays
in an efficient method could play a key role in under-
standing the fundamental nature of nanoparticles and
realizing potential applications in nanodot devices.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of CNP Stamps. CNP stamps with controllable tip

sizes were prepared by replicating AAO templates produced
through a two-step anodization process under controlled con-
ditions, as described elsewhere.20,34 High-purity (99.999%) Al
foils were degreased with acetone in an ultrasonic bath and
then electrochemically polished in a mixture solution of HClO4

and C2H5OH (1:5, v/v) at 5 �C under 15 V for 5 min. The
pretreated Al sheets were anodized in a 0.3 M H2SO4 solution

at 1 �C under 25 V, which formed an AAO template with a pore
diameter of ca. 33 nm, or anodized in a 0.3 M H2C2O4 solution at
13 �C under 40 V for a template with a pore size of ca. 50 nm. To
obtain large-pore AAO templates, further pore-widening was
performed over the AAO template with a 50-nm pore size by
chemical wet etching in a mixture solution of H3PO4, CrO3, and
DI water (6:1.8:92.2 wt %) at 60 �C. The pore-opening processes
were used to prepare AAO templates with pore sizes of ca.
63 nm and ca. 79 nm. Next, carbon layers were deposited on the

Figure 5. (a) Schematic diagram of selective patterning of metal nanodot arrays at exclusive sites: (i) fabrication of CNP
stamps, (ii) placing of shadow masks, (iii) loading of metal layers on the exposed areas of the stamps, (iv) removal of the
shadow masks and contact printing, and (v) selectively printed metal nanodot arrays. (b) Low-magnification SEM image of
parallel line patterns (the lighter sites) produced by contact printing of selectively Au-loaded CNP stamps via shadowmasks.
(c) High-magnification SEM image of the printed line pattern edge, indicating that the Au nanodots are formed in selective
areas. No Au nanodots are observed in the darker sites.
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straight channel surfaces of the prepared AAO matrixes by
using a thermal CVD method at 600 �C in a conventional tube
furnace system without metallic catalysts. The AAO samples for
carbon growth were placed in a tubular furnace, and then the
temperaturewas elevated up to the reaction point (at a ramping
rate of 20 �C min�1) in an Ar atmosphere. Subsequently, the Ar
gaswas switched to a gasmixture of C2H2 andNH3 at a rate of 20
and 80 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute); the
carburization reaction proceeded for 4 h. After the carbon
deposition, the furnace was cooled to room temperature.
Finally, through selective exposure via dry etching using Ar
ion milling followed by chemical wet etching in the etching
solution, the vertically aligned CNPs remained on the surface.
The exposed heights of the CNP arrays can be predictably
controlled by manipulating the etching time as reported
previously.16,18

Contact Printing Process Using CNP Stamps. The surfaces of the
CNP stamps were treated with a SAM with CF3(CF2)5(CH2)2SiCl3
(tridecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrooctyltrichlorosilane),16,17 which
served as the releasing layer between the CNP tips and the
loaded metal layers. Before coating the release agent, the
surfaces of the CNP stamp were treated with oxygen plasma
by a UV-ozone generator for 10 min, which formed the �OH
terminal groups on the CNP surfaces. Formation of SAMs on the
stamp surfaces was conducted by the vapor-phase process at
10�2 Torr with two cycles.17 After the coating process, the
sample was rinsed with hydrofluoroether solvent. The desired
metal layer (4 nm in thickness) was then deposited on the tips of
the surface-pretreated CNP stamps, and a thin adhesion Ti layer
(2 nm in thickness) was loaded on the top of the metal by an
e-beam evaporator. In this experiment, the deposition condi-
tion of the metal layers on the CNP tips was almost the same
regardless of the metals. The metal-loaded CNP stamps were
directly printed onto precleaned Si substrates in an ambient
environment under controlled pressure (0.1 MPa) for short
contact times (less than 5 s) without heating. Both the stamp
and substrate were fixed by a holder during the contact
printing.
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